
General Regulations
(for all choirs)

Adjudication and 
Evaluation 1) The decision of the jury is final and cannot be contested.

2) In cases where the overall scores are the same, the final rankings will be discussed and decided by the jury.

3) Total score and juries comments per each category for each team will be sent to the choirs via Email within 2 weeks after the 

competition.

The Jury

Each choir will be assessed on a 100-point scale based on the following criteria:

1) Artistic Performance (50 points) - Fidelity to score and Interpretation, Phrasing and Musicality, Overall Artistic Impression

2) Technical Performance (50 points) - Blending and Balance, Accuracy of Pitch, Intonation and Rhythm, Tone Color and Choral 

    Sound.

3) Number of points:

     100.00 - 80.01    Gold Diploma

     80.00 - 70.01      Silver Diploma     80.00 - 70.01      Silver Diploma

     70.00 -                Bronze Diploma

                  All choirs will receive a diploma and the choir receiving the Gold Diploma with the most points (3 choirs per category 

                  from the highest) will be awarded the title "1st, 2nd and 3rd Prize Winner of BCFC".

4) For the sake of fairness in assessment, the score of any juries who has teacher-student relations and kinship with the choir will 

    be excluded.

Assessment Criteria

The jury can award special prizes or allow participation in the grand prix if they deem a particular choir or conductor to deserve so.

Special Adjudicator's Award

Category Regulations Category A (Classical Mixed Voices) & Category B (Classical Equal Voices)

1) Should have a minimum of 3 pieces that include the one required musical periods below:

     - A choral work from the Renaissance or Baroque period (before 1750)

2) All competition repertoire must be performed in the original language.

3) Accompaniment is NOT allowed while percussion is allowed.

4) No age limit.

5) Group size (including conductor and accompanist) must be at least 16 persons.

6) These two categories might be merged into one catego6) These two categories might be merged into one category named "Classical Equal & Mixed Voices" if there will be less than

     5 teams per category.

Category C (Ethnic/Traditional Music)

Category D (Pop & Acappella)

1) Musical style includes: gospel, jazz, pop & barbershop, all kinds of popular music. 

2) Accompaniment is allowed for all pieces. 

3) Should have at least 3 FREELY CHOSEN pieces.

4) No age limit

5) No limitation on the size of the choir

6) No Spiritual

Category Y (Youth Choir)

Category S (Non-competitive, Festival only Choir)

1) Choirs accepted as 'Festival only' choirs will have:

     - 2 arranged outreach concerts in Busan Metropolitan City area.

     - More performance opportunities organized by the BCFC upon your request.

     - Access to all competition, workshops and concerts.

2) Free choice repertoire (10-15 min). Titles, composer, duration of the repertoire should be included for publicity purposes.

3) No age limit.

4) No limitation on the size of the choi4) No limitation on the size of the choir.

Grand Prix Choirs selected for the Grand Prix competition are required to perform 1 song of their winning category not exceeding the pure 

singing time of 8 minutes.

Festival Fees & 
Deadline

BCFC Bank Information
Choirs MUST deduct both (yours and ours) 
BANK COMMISSION and remit the NET amount

Beneficiary: KCI (Korea Choral Institute)

Bank: BUSAN BANK (Daeyeondong Branch)

Account Number: 154-2000-0274-07

Swift Code: PUSBKR2P

Address: 1740-8, Daeyeon-dong, Nam-gu, Busan

BCFC Office Address Busan Choral Festival & Competition / Busan Cultural Center, UN pyeonghwa-ro 76-1, Nam-gu, Busan, South Korea 48534 
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